Anterior cingulate cortical neuronal activity during perception of noxious thermal stimuli in monkeys.
It has been reported that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has a variety of functions relating to pain as well as pain perception. However, the underlying mechanisms for those functions remain unclear. To elucidate the functional role of the ACC in pain perception and pain-related functions such as attention to pain and escape from pain, single neuronal activity was recorded from the ACC, and the behavioral correlates of this neuronal activity was studied. A total of 667 neurons were recorded from the ACC in awake behaving monkeys. Twenty-one had modulated activity during a heat-detection task. Eighteen of these increased their firing frequency following an increase in stimulus temperature, whereas three of them had decreased firing during heating of the face. Seventy-five percent of heat-evoked responses of heat-responsive ACC neurons were significantly depressed when monkeys detected the change in magnitude of illumination of a light presented on the front panel. The neuronal activity was significantly higher when monkeys escaped from a noxious heat stimulus than when the monkeys detected a small change in temperature (T2) above a larger initial shift (T1). No relationship between firing frequency and detection latency of the T2 stimulation was observed. These findings suggest that ACC nociceptive neurons are involved in attention to pain and escape from pain but not in the sensory discriminative aspect of pain.